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PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

Designer: Jens Fager

Compose with glass shade by Zero

The customisable Compose pendants would not be complete
without the option to have a glass shade. A design by Jens Fager,
who made sure his design was perfect up to the smallest detail.
His collaboration with Zero brought us this colourful and
wonderful pendant light. You can create your own, unique
Compose light by mixing and matching the fitting with a glass
shade, small or large. Even better, create a cluster of multiple
Compose suspensions and form a unique beam of colours in your
home or business.

The pendants come with an LED GU10 light source, supplied by
Zero. Although these lights are not dimmable, the Compose
pendants are available with the option of DALI dimming. The
pendants listed here are fitted with an opal diffuser, meant to
bring a warm, comforting light into any interior But of course, the
options do not stop there; the Compose lights are available with a
matt clear diffuser. For more information and pricing, please
contact us.

In order to create your own Compose pendant, tailored to your
own preferences and guaranteed to match your interior decor,
you first need to select a colour for the fitting. The fittings are
offered in 4 colour options: white (RAL 9016), black (RAL 9005),
grey (RAL 9007) and green (RAL 6020). If you prefer, you can
purchase a Compose pendant with no shade; creating a colourful
beam of light. Otherwise you can choose between the small (Ø
11.2cm) or large (Ø 19cm) glass shade; that can be clear and
transparent or with a slight hint of colour (green, grey or white). It
is up to you whether the glass shade and fitting will be of the
same colour, or if you want to mix and match; the combination
possibilities are endless. The lights come with a textile fabric,
matching the colour of the fitting.

Install a Compose pendant above a dining table, kitchen counter,
reception area and in just about any interior setting. A light that is
guaranteed to match any decor and available in a variety of
colours, offering you the opportunity to create your own light. The
collection would not be complete without additional
configurations! The Compose pendant lights are also available
with a metal shade - in green, white, grey, black, copper or brass.
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PRODUCT SPECIFICATION

Light Source: 1 x 5W LED GU10 (included by Zero)

IP Code: 20

Dimming: Non dimmable.

Dimensions: Small:
Ø 11.2 cm shade
6.3 cm shade height
14.5 cm height with socket

Large:
Ø 19 cm shade
4 cm shade height
12.3 cm height with socket

240 cm cable length (in matching colour)
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